
H. w. CASLON & Co., LIMITED.

THE ANGLO-AMERICAN "ARAB" PLATEN MACHINE.

THE BEST ALL-ROUND PLATEN MACHINE IN THE MARKET.

The ARAB Machine is almost noiseless in working ; everything in it is fitted to make it so. There is but one pair of cog

wheels in the machine, and the teeth of these are cut from the solid by a patent automatic tooth-cutting machine. The pair of

wheels (the Arab wheel and pinion) are afterwards geared together, and slightly ground with powdered emery, to ensure

perfect fitting of the teeth and silence when running.

The ARAB may be safely run at any speed to which the operator can feed. The daily output of the average platen

machine boy is at the rate of 1,200 to 1,500 per

hour, without having recourse to the impression

throw-off in order to prevent misprints on

sheets that have been mislaid through attempt-

ing to feed too rapidly.

SIMPLE IN DESIGN. No DELICATE PARTS.

Will Print the Finest and Ordinary
Commercial Work equally

Satisfactorily.

EASY TO FEED. SOLID IMPRESSION.

HANDY TO MAKE READY.

j4t Work in Eoery 'Gown in Great Britain.

OUTPUT ONLY LIMITED BY THE SKILL

OF OPERATOR.

Jl Money Earner in the Largest

as well as the Smallest

Offices.

BEAUTIFULLY MADE OF BEST MATERIALS.

THIS ENSURES LONG LIFE.

Thousands in Use throughout the World.

WELL BALANCED. LIGHT RUNNING.

NOISELESS.

Jill the Best Printers are using the jJrab

for High-class Work.

FREE FROM BREAKDOWNS.

The floor space required for an ARAB Machine and Operator is 4 feet square.

The height of the ARAB, from the foot of the frame-side to the top of the take-off board, is 34 in.

Breadth from fly wheel to pulleys, 40 in.

The size of the Crown Folio chase is 1 5 by 10 in., and of the Foolscap Folio 1 3 by 9 in., inside measurements.

Each chase is planed both inside and outside, ensuring accurate locking-up and perfect fitting in the back platen.

The driving pulleys are 10 in. diameter, 1 J in. face, and make five revolutions to one impression; thus a speed of 125

revolutions per minute will give 1 ,500 impressions per hour.

"ARAB" CARD CHASES
Can be supplied in two sizes 6| X 4j in. and 8| X 5J in. inside measurements, for both Crown Folio and Foolscap Folio

Machines. The price for each is 3/6 They are very handy, and are carefully made.
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More Special Features of the Anglo-American "ARAB."

The Platen, by our method of working, ha* a long "dwell" during the impression, which very considerably reduce* the

wear on the type and machine. An additional "dwell" ii alto provided for feeding, which malcei this quite a simple and cafe

operation.

Platen and Type Bed are both carefully machined, and afterward* at carefully hand-tcraped perfectly level, the retult

being a contiderable saving in the time required for making-ready.

Ink Duct, the handiest and mott serviceable. Row of ink regulated by a tingle screw. Can be cleaned and ink changed
in lest time than any other.

Impression Lever or Striker is on the left-hand side, and handy for operator. Impression can be thrown off or on instan-

taneously at any position of the Platen.

Impression is adjusted accurately and positively in a few seconds by merely turning a screw.

Swivel Feed Gauges superseding paste and reglet. Invaluable for quick and accurate working.

Friskets are readily adjusted, and can be laid on the work at any position of the Platen.

Blanket Holder of cylinder machine type, more reliable than clips and without their disadvantages.

Leather Bearers keep Rollers revolving, giving improved inking and preventing rule-cutting.

Brake connected with Belt Fork, stopping the machine instantly.

Gearing all accurately cut from the solid.

Side Rods forged from single bar of steel without weld.

Fly Wheel and Pulleys all solid, no arms or projecting keys to cause accidents.

The adjoining illustration shows the

NEW STYLE INK DUCT,
which is supplied with all ARAB Machinei.

It it of far greater utility for a Platen Machine than any other Platen

Ink Duct yet introduced.

It can be cleaned, and the colour of ink changed, in lest time than any
other ttyle of ink duct.

While the machine is in motion the ink supply can be cut off. Should

a different colour of ink to that in the duct be required for a short run, it is

not necessary to clean up the duct in order to use that colour ; the dis-

tributing roller has simply to be placed in position against the lever arm,
and the connection between the duct and disc it severed.

When dispatching, each ARAB Machine is packed in parts, and not built ready for use. because there is less risk of

breakage in transit, and much less trouble in getting it into the majority of offices where there is not a 10 cwt. crane.

Each machine is fully labelled in every part, and with the aid of the explicit printed instructions which are sent, any
machine-man will be able to build it without the slightest difficulty or fear of erring. Battens 2 in. thick, 4 in. broad, and 30 in.

long, should be under the machine to raise it from the floor, and to ensure its being level and light running. These battens

should be placed lengthway with the machine, so as to be clear of the treadle.

The machine case, and the straw with which the machine is packed, should be returned, carriage paid, immediately the

machine is unpacked.

SHIPPING MEASUREMENTS. 4 ft. 6 in. long. 3 ft. 4 in. broad. 2 ft. 8 in. deep.

GROSS WEIGHT. Foolscap Folio. 1 1 cwt. 3 qrs. Crown Folio. 13 cwt. 2 qrs.

The ARAB Machine is packed in cases for all parts, which are returnable only from towns in the British Isles. Export
cases are charged to purchasers at cost price, and are not returnable.

With all ARAB Machines for Export a few duplicate parts are sent. Each machine it packed in a strong iron-bound case,

with rings attached to lift. Special care is taken in the packing, and risk of breakage by rough slinging at the quayside is

curtailed to the utmost.

SIZES AND PRICES.

The Anglo-American
" ARAB" is made in Two Sizes only

Foolscap Folio (13-in. X 9-in. inside chase) 5O. Crown Folio (15-in. X 10-in. inside chase) 62.

Supplied complete with Treadle and Power Fittings. Ink Duct, full set of clothed Rollers three Inkers and one Distributor

spare set of four Roller Stocks, Rubber Blanket. Parchment Tympan. two Chases, two Roller Moulds, pair of Swivel Feed

Gauges, pair of Down Friskets. Cross Frisket, set of three double-ended Steel Spanners, two Screwdrivers, Pliers. Tommy Pin.

and Oil Can.


